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in man, and if the fair promise of youth is often not ful-
filled, it must be attributed rather to defective education
than to want of natural power. We must be full of hope
for the future of every child, and our care must begin at
the very earliest age. So we must be careful as to the
nurses we provide for our children. Their words are
doubtless important, but so is their pronunciation. By
the defective instruction of a provincial nurse, faults may
be acquired «n earfy childhood which can never be era-
dicated. Also the foster children among whom your son
is to be educated must have the same qualities. It is
well if you can get for your son &p<zdagoguswho is a man
of learning, but if this is impossible, let him at least know
that he is ignorant, and not be puffed up with the pre-
tence of knowledge which he does not possess. It is the
duty of the padagogus to correct the faults of the nurse.
Greek should be taught before Latin—one is a subject of
teaching, the other of insensible acquisition. But Latin
must follow at a short interval or else foreign pronuncia-
tion atid foreign idioms will mar the purity of the mother
tongue. JGfcere is no reason for deferring instruction for
the first sevenVears of Iffe. • The memory is most tena-
cious in early childhood, and it is unreasonable not to
make use of it whilst we have it. But this must be done
with tenderness and sympathy. Learning must be a
pleasure and not a burden. If the child is not disposed
for one kind of study, try him with another. A teacher
of the highest genius is not wanted in teaching the rudi-
ments to a child. Let us begin with reading. First teach
the forms of the separate letters so that the child may
know them when he sees them. This is preferable to1
beginning with the order of the alphabet, or with sylla-
bic sounds. Ivory letters will be found useful helps.
Writing is best taught by cutting the letters on a board,

